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1. Introduction

hazard functions for a particular structural system being exposed to dangers of a particular nearby facility

Accidental explosions commonly referred by the

is a problem facing serious difficulties.

abbreviation UVCE (unconfined vapour cloud explo-

Hazard functions are probabilistic models chosen

sions) constitute real dangers to many industrial facili-

on the basis of statistical data or, in other words, fitted

ties involved into storage, transportation, processing and

to statistical data. The amount of data in the situation

use of such inflammable and explosive materials as

of particular exposure of structural system will in most

liquefied petroleum gas (LPG). The risks arising from

cases be insufficient; data on accidents related to the

release, vaporisation and ignition of these materials

particular exposure may be unavailable at all. More-

involve usually damages to structural systems built both

over, generic data on the accidents of the type of in-

inside and outside the dangerous facility under consid-

terest collected nation-wide or even world-wide may

eration. Major accidents involving UVCE(s) as, for

be inappropriate for the situation of the particular ex-

instance, the disaster in the PEMEX LPG-facility [1, 2],

posure, especially as regards the estimation of annual

are characterised by considerable degree and area of

probabilities of exceedance.
On the other hand, there exists a detailed knowledge

damages to structural systems.
An estimation of magnitude (character) and annual

related to the accidents considered and having the form

probability of the potential damages to structural sys-

of numerical and analytical information, which allows an

tems, which may be caused by the accidental explo-

approximate numerical modelling of physical phenom-

sions, is an important problem of assessing the existing

ena preceding the accidental explosions and assessing

structural systems adjacent to a dangerous facility and

mechanical effects of them. This knowledge involves

valuation of the facility itself. A natural way to solve

( 1) general methods of QRA and reliability analy-

this problem is an application of the quantitative risk

sis allowing to estimate the annual probability of re-

assessment (QRA) methods in combination with those

lease of LPG as well as characteristics of that release;

of the structural reliability analysis (SRA).

(2) methods used to model dispersal of released
LPG (eg [4, 5]);

In attempting to estimate risks to structures coming from the explosions, the major focus of attention

(3) information on primers (ignition sources) which

should be directed to the interface between QRA and

may initiate deflagration and detonation of vapour

SRA, namely, hazard functions of mechanical effects

clouds formed in consequence of an accidental release

of the accidental explosions. From the standpoint of

of LPG (eg [6]);

structural analysis, three mechanical effects - peak initial

(4) models describing atmospheric conditions at the

overpressure, impulse and duration of reflected blast

site where an accident leading to an explosion can

wave generated by an incident blast wave of accidental

occur, such as models used to forecast wind direction

explosion - are most important [3].

and speed;

Hazard functions characterise random mechanical

(5) models allowing to assess the mechanical ef-

effects of accidental explosions in terms of annual

fects of explosions (detonations and deflagrations) of

exceedance probability versus intensity. Establishing the

the vapour clouds (eg [7-12]);
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(6) some amount of statistical data allowing to

LPG (amount of released gas, speed of release, etc.) as

choose particular models and to estimate their param-

well as the characteristics of pressure signal of the shock

eters and, first of all, data on accidents in LPG facili-

front generated by an explosion of a vapour cloud

ties (eg [13, 14]).

formed in consequence of that release may be mod-

With this information, data for statistical fitting of

elled by respective hazard functions, each having the
form of a complementary joint cumulative distribution

a hazard function may be generated by a numerical

function (c.d.f.), namely,

modelling of accident courses. Clearly, such a model-

H y(v lny,p,.) = P,. ( 1 - F y(v lrty))

ling should take into account all uncertainties related

(p,. > 0; Y; :2: 0, i = 1, 2, ... ,

to the accident courses and propagate them to uncertainties in parameters of the hazard function.

n_)

and

H)x I Px,pd) = pd (I-F)xI p_..))

lt is reasonable to suppose that the complexity of
the UVCE phenomenon as well as the sum total of

(1)

phenomena leading to an UVCE predetermines the
necessity to deal with all types of uncertainty known

where P,. is the annual probability of release of LPG;

in QRA. Although it is advocated that a distinction

F y(v lny) is a joint c. d. f. with vector of components 1ty

between different types of uncertainty has not a solid

describing characteristics of release modelled by the

basis at the fundamental theoretical level, a distinction

random vector Y; nr is the dimension of the vector Y;

between allegory and epistemic uncertainty is consid-

pd is the annual probability of explosion of the vapour

ered as useful for practical QRAs [15, 16]. Conse-

cloud; F )x In) is a joint c.d.f. describing characteris-

quently, the form of hazard functions should express

tics of the pressure signal of the shock front generated

quantitatively both types of uncertainty. The means to

by a detonation of the vapour cloud. In the notations

do it have been developed in the methodologies of QRA

P,. and pd, the subscripts "r" and "d" stand for "acci-

known as the classical and fully Bayesian approaches

dental release" and "detonation", respectively.

to risk quantitation [ 17-19].

The complementary c.d.f.s Hy(y l1ty,p,.) and

The present paper proposes a procedure of sto-

H)x l1tx,pd) are composed of frequencies (annual prob-

chastic simulation intended to generate data in the form

abilities) P,. and p d having the dimension of an inverse

of statistical samples, which allow to fit hazard func-

time period, say, yeac 1 and dimensionless conditional

tions characterising the mechanical effects of UVCE-

exceedance probabilities

type explosions and to express quantitatively uncertainties in their parameters. The proposed procedure by its

1

l

llr
P U(Jf>Yi
Eo =(1-F (yl1t))

very nature serves to progress uncertainties related to

[

i=l

y

y

physical and statistical models of the explosion and all
and

phenomena preceding the explosion to uncertainties
expressed by the hazard functions. The procedure relies on the classical Bayesian approach to QRA and is
focused on random characteristics of incident blast
waves (shock fronts) generated by the explosions. In

where £ 0 and £ 3 denotes the events of accidental re-

principle, it can be extended to describe characteristics

lease of LPG and detonation of vapour cloud, respec-

of reflected blast waves, that is, dynamic actions on

tively (see the event tree diagram given in Fig 1). The

structural systems being exposed to the danger of

functions H v<Y l1ty,p,.) and H)x l1tx,pd) are of the general type and do not restrict the analyst in the choice

UVCE.

of their particular form. The function H y(v l1ty,P,.) and
distributions expressing epistemic uncertainties in its

2. Main ideas and scope of the proposed procedure

parameters are considered here as inputs into the pro-

The subsequent consideration is based on the as-

cedure applied to choose the function H )x l1tx,pd).

sumption that characteristics of accidental release of

They are assumed to be known in advance.
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The function Hjx l1tx,pd) models the stochastic

The traditional quantitative event tree analysis

(aleatory) uncertainty in values of the vector X. An-

(ETA), by definition, can only yield an estimate of the

other kind of uncertainty accompanying the choice and

annual explosion probability p d' which is expressed in

application of the hazard function Hjx l1tx,pd) is re-

ETA through estimates of the branching probabilities

lated to its parameters given by the scalar p d and the
vector, 1tx, or even to the form of the function

P;= P E;
[

Hjx l1tx,p d), that is to the distribution type. The latter
uncertainty is called the epistemic uncertainty [ 16-18].

i-1

:

nE 1 (i= 1, 2, 3).
}=0

This analysis can not produce statistical informa-

The problem considered below is how to choose the

tion allowing to fit a particular form of the c.d.f. 1 -

particular form of the hazard function H x(x l1tx, p d) and

F x(x l1t). However, a collection of such information

how to express quantitatively the epistemic uncertainty

may be realised through a numerical modelling of

in its parameters. A procedure based on the Monte

courses of the accident, which logical model is the event

Carlo simulation is proposed to tackle this problem.

tree given in Fig 1.

The possible courses of an accident triggered by

The modelling may be accomplished by applying

an accidental release of LPG are represented by the

the Monte Carlo simulation and replace, in some sense,

event tree diagram shown in Fig 1. In terms of the

physical experimentation with or observation of full-

quantitative analysis of this event tree, the annual prob-

scale accidents. Such a numerical modelling, subse-

ability of explosion of accidentally released LPG, pd,

quently referred to as "modelling accident courses", has

can be expressed as

already been applied in some fields of QRA, as for

pd=P(E0 nE 1

instance, in an assessment of damages to structures and

nE nE
2

3)

n E2 n E3 I E0) P(E0 )
= P(EI n E2 n E3 I Eo) P,.

facilities due to wind-borne missile impact loads or in

= P(E 1

simulation of spread of tank fires in chemical plants
(2)

[20, 21, 23]. In the present paper, it is proposed to

where E0 , E 1, E2 and E3 are the random events of

utilise the modelling of accident courses to a choice of

initial accidental release of LPG, release such amount

the hazard function given by Eq (I).

of LPG that can generate an explosion, ignition of the

The modelling of accident courses depicted by the

vapour cloud formed in consequence of the release and

event tree shown in Fig I is based on two parallel

explosion of the vapour cloud, respectively. The event

computations. The first one yields relative frequencies

E 0 is taken as an initiating event of the event tree

allowing to estimate the probability P(E 1

n E2 nE3

1

E0 ),

diagram modelling event sequences, which may follow

and the second one is used to get random realisations

the

of

E0

release,

and

compnsmg

the

sequence

nE nE2 nE3 (Fig r).

the

characteristics

of

pressure

1

initial release amount of released LPG is
of LPG
sufficient to generate explosion

ignition

explosion

--_0
~

E' ..
-

----E- I

yes (detonation)

no (major fire or deflagration)- · · ·

£;

no (dispersal of LPG without ignition)-···

- - - - e y e s (manor fire)

'--..;....---no
no (dispersal of LPG without ignition)-···
Fig 1. A part of the event tree for the accident in the LPG facility initiated by a release of LPG
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signal,

x; (i = 1, 2, ... , n.). Both computations complement each

where

1t 1

is the threshold of amount of released LPG

other and allow not only to choose the particular form

(kg). The model relies on the fact that there exists a

of the hazard function H J,x lrtx,pd), but to express

minimal value of the released amount of LPG below

quantitatively uncertainties in the parameters of this

which no escalation leading to a detonation of vapour

function as well.

cloud can occur [24]. In this simple case, the vector of
parameters,

1t 1,

has only one component, and the model

has only one output given by the expression z 11 z 12 -

3. Modelling accident courses

1tl.

The modelling of accident courses consists in a

More complicated models than the one just de-

numerical simulation of characteristics of physical phe-

scribed have been suggested in the literature and are

nomena related to the events from the tree diagram

used in modelling accident courses to produce time-

shown in Fig 1. The modelling is carried out by apply-

histories of spreading gas cloud and changes of its

ing the Monte Carlo simulation. It is repeated many

concentration as well as the presence, position and

times. One of the possible event tree paths is obtained

energy of potential primers (ignition sources) ([4, 5] for

each time, that is, one of the sequences of physical

the models).

phenomena constituting the path occurs.

In principle, a more general definition of models

Values of the physical phenomena characteristics

mk(zk, 1tk), say, the one based on the Apostolakis-Laskey

are computed by applying their mathematical models.

scheme [19, 22] may be applied. However, the present

In a concise form, the mathematical models may be

paper considers the simplified case that no competitive

expressed as

models are applied to a modelling of any of the physical phenomena leading to an explosion.
The number of repetitions of accident courses
(3)

(number Monte Carlo loops) during one simulation run

where zk and Ttk are the vector of inputs into the kth

from here on is denoted by n,., where the subscript r,

model and the vector of parameters of this model,

as in the case of the annual probability p,., stands for

respectively; mk(.) is the vector function of outputs of

"accidental release". In the current repetition, the simu-

the kth model; t:.k is the domain of outputs meaning an

lation consists in a subsequent deciding, which of the

occurrence of the kth physical phenomenon if mk(zk, Ttk)

possible alternatives represented by the branching point

belongs to t:.k componentwise and a non-occurrence

reached at the moment has occurred (see the event tree

otherwise; nk is the number of models applied in the

shown in Fig 1). The simulation is focused on the event

simulation of physical phenomena. In the kth model

tree path represented by the event sequence

mk(zk, 1tk), components of the vector zk are relevant

E0

outputs of the preceding models mk_ 1(zk-P

next one started anew, as soon as the first of the

1tk_ 1),

n ... n Ey

The current loop is terminated and the

opposite events

mk_z(Zk-2' 1tk_z), · · · ·

As a simple illustration of the definition (3), one
can take the model m 1(zl'

1t 1),

l{ (i = 1, 2, 3; P(E) + P( E; ) = 1) oc-

curs (Fig 1).

which should be used to

Each repetition of accident course modelling the

n ... n E 3 differs from others in sta-

decide whether a vapour cloud in explosive condition

event sequence E0

may be formed from released LPG (whether the event

tistical sense or, more precisely, in values of character-

E 1 occurs). The inputs into the model (components of

istics of physical phenomena, from the accidental re-

the vector z 1) are the mean speed of release of LPG,

lease of LPG to the explosion of the vapour cloud

(kg/s ), and the duration of the release until it is

formed as a result of this release. To designate this,

stopped or stops by itself, z 12 (s). At the same time,

outputs of the kth model computed in the jth simula-

z 11

the two inputs are components of the vector y, that is,

tion loop are denoted by mk(zkJ' 1tk1) (k= 1, 2, ... , nk;

z 11 = y 1 and z 12 = y 2• The model has the form

j = 1, 2, ... , n,.). Here zkJ is the value of the vector zk,

( I

/I Zt 7r I

) -{1
-

if zll z 12 -n 1
.
0 otherwtse

>0

which components are relevant outputs of preceding
models computed in the jth simulation loop, and 1tkl
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denotes values of parameters of the kth model applied

functions

FPc~

(.) and Fn x

(.)

by standard means of

in the current simulation run, in this instance, the lth

the Bayesian analysis is hardly possible because of the

simulation run. Vector Pkt is sampled from a probabil-

virtual lack of data, which could enable such an up-

ity distribution expressing epistemic uncertainty in pa-

grading. Accidental explosions of the type considered

rameters of the kth model and represented by a c.d.f.

are rare events and, if they occur, pressure signals are

FII k (n kIn II k ) with the vector of parameters n II k
(see Sec 4 for details).

generally not measured. Moreover, the experimental data
on non-accidental explosions of vapour clouds seem to

The aim of the accident courses modelling is to

be too scarce to perform the upgrading of the func-

estimate the annual probability of explosion, p d' and to

tions Fpd (.) and Fnx (.) (see information on experi-

simulate a sample of characteristics of its pressure sig-

mentation with gaseous explosions and experimental data

nal, xi (i = 1, 2, ... , nd), where the sample size, n,r

in [8-10]).

equals to the number of explosions (occurrences of the

The main idea of the present paper is to relate the

n ... n £ 3) counted during one simu-

c.d.f.s Fpd(pdlnpd) and Fnx(n)nii) expressing the

lation run consisting of n,. repetitions of accident courses

espistemic uncertainty in values of p d and rex with the

(nd ~ n,.). An estimate of the annual probability of ex-

c.d.f.s FP,r (p,.ln P,)
r

event sequence £ 0

plosion, p d' follows from the formula (2), in which the
conditional probability P(EI

n £2 n £3 I Eo)

and Fn y (nylnii y )

modelling

epistemic uncertainties in constituents of the hazard
function H y(y Jrey, p,.), that is, in the parameters p,. and

is replaced

by corresponding relative frequency njn,.. The sample

lty as well as with the c.d.f.s

Fnk (nklniik)

xi (i = 1, 2, ... , nd) may be further used to choose the

(k= 1, 2, ... , nk), which model epistemic uncertainties

form of the c.d.f. F j.x lnx) and to estimate its param-

in parameters of the mathematical models of physical

eters (see definition of the hazard function by Eq. (1)).

phenomena leading to an explosion (see Eq (3)). In the
c.d.f.s FP,r (.), FII y (.) and FII k (.),the subscripts P.,
1

4. Modelling uncertainties

IIY, and Ilk denote random variable and two random

The hazard function H)xlrex,pd) defined by Eq (1)

vectors used to model uncertainties into values p,., lty,

expresses the stochastic uncertainty related to the en-

and ltk, respectively. Given a relation between the two

tire range of magnitudes of random characteristics of

aforementioned groups of uncertainty distributions, the

pressure signal,

x;.

Bayesian upgrading of FPc~ (.) and FII x

Another kind of uncertainty is re-

(.)

may be

lated to the hazard function itself or, more specifically,

realised through upgrading of the "lower-level" distri-

to its constituents pd and F j.x JreJ. There exists an

bution functions FP,r (.), Fn y (.) and Fn k (.).

epistemic uncertainty in values of the annual probabil-

The epistemic uncertainties in values of p ,., lty and

ity of explosion, p d' and components of the vector of

ltk may be considered as lower-level uncertainties in

parameters, rex. In principle, there can exist an uncer-

relation to the ones in p d and ltx. One might expect

tainty in the particular form of the c.d.f. F).). The

that the amount of accidental and experimental data on

latter uncertainty, however, is not considered in the

the release of LPG modelled by Hy(y lrey,p,.) as well

present paper.

as on physical phenomena modelled by mk(zk, ltk) is

According to the Bayesian (subjectivistic) approach

considerably larger than that of accidental explosions

to QRA, the uncertainty in values of p d and rex can be

of vapour clouds related to the situation of particular

expressed by means the random variable Pd

and the

exposure of the structural system being analysed. In

characterised by a simple c.d.f.

this case, the choice of the c.d.f.s Fpr (.), Fn y (.) and

random vector

n,

Fpd(Pc~11rpd) and a joint c.d.f.

the vectors of parameters n

Pc~

FIIx(n)niix) with

and

1f II x

,

FIIk (.) as priors and their upgrading is a simpler
problem with reference to that of the choice and up-

respectively

(see general considerations on the Bayesian approach

grading of the c.d.f.s Fpd (.) and FIIx (.).

to PRA in [16-18]). These c.d.f.s play the role of prior

The relation between the groups of c.d.f.s Fpd (.)
and FII x (.), on the one hand, and Fpr (.), Fn y (.) and

or posterior distributions.

FII k

The particular feature of the problem considered
in the present paper is that a usual upgrading of the

(.),

on the other, may be established by applying

the modelling of accident courses described in Sec 3.
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5. Computational scheme

11 d!

Pde,t=-Prt·

n,.

A "loop in loop" scheme may be applied to choose
the c.d.f.s Fpd(pJinpd) and FIIx(nxlnii)· The
scheme consists of two simulation loops used to ex-

An execution of both loops A and B reqmres model-

ecute the modelling of accident courses (Fig 2).

modelling is a sample of estimates of explosion prob-

ling accident courses np x 11 ,. times. The result of this

The outer loop (loop A) is used to sample ran-

ability, PdeJ (I= 1, 2, ... , 11P), and a set of samples of

dom values from the distribution of the release prob-

the vector of parameters of pressure signal, xi!

ability, Fp, (p,ln P,), and the distributions of param-

(i= 1,2, ...

,nd1;

l= 1,2, ...

,11P).

eters, FII k (n 4 In II k). The index of the outer loop, l,

The values p de,/ may be used to fit a c.d.f.

takes the values from 1 to nP . The result of each ex-

Fpd (PJ In p"), which will express the uncertainty in

ecution of the outer loop is a sampled value of the

probability

release probability, p,.1, and sampled vectors of param-

(i = 1, 2, ... , nd1) may serve to fit a particular form of

eters,

1tkl'

With the values p,.1 and

1tk1

as inputs for the

inner loop (loop B), this loop is executed

11,.

the c.d.f. F p

times.

explosion.

lrt.J.

Each

sample

xi!

In the specific case that the same

form ofF~rx InX ) is suitable for each of the np samples,

The computation inside the loop B consists of (a)

such fitting repeated nP times will yield a sample of

sampling of the value y1 from the distribution F y(y lrty1),
(b) computing outputs of the models applied, mk(zkJ' 1tk1)

the vector of parameters,

1txt

(I= 1, 2, ... , nP). The lat-

ter sample, in turn, may be used to fit the c.d.f.

(k = I, 2, ... , 11 k), (c) deciding on the basis of these

outputs, whether the event sequence E0

of

FII X (n )n II X ) .

n ... n£ 3 have

This function will express the

epistemic uncertainty in values of components of the

occurred in the current repetition of the loop, and, if

vector of parameters,

the sequence has occurred, (c) computing a realisation

family of the c.d.f.s Fx I (xln xI

1tx.

In a more general case, a
)

(i = 1, 2, ... , n) with

of characteristics of the pressure signal, x r Considered

respective weights (probabilities of subjective confidence

as the lth simulation run, the loop B yields (i) a sample

in these c.d.f.s) pi may be chosen on the basis of the

of characteristics of pressure signal, xi! ( i = 1, 2, ... , n Jt),

samples xu (i = 1, 2, ... , 11d1; l = 1, 2, ... , nP). A repre-

1

where nd/ is the number of explosions countered in the

sentation of hazard functions in the form of a family

lth simulation run, and (ii) an estimate of the probabil-

of c.d.f.s is usual in some areas of QRA, for instance,

ity of explosion given by

in the seismic risk assessment [25].

Sample values of parameters,

\

Prl' JG:1

!
···························<:;--······················

•

•

•

Sample characteristics of
release, yj

Compute characteristics
of pressure signal, xi
no

_I

Compute outputs of
models, m (ZvJG:)

J

~

-:-

~:.+---LOOP 8

:

L...............~----yes····_:

(index j,

n,. repetitions)

!
Compute and store the lth estimate of explosion probability, p de,l;
Store the lth sample of explosion characteristics, xi/' (i = 1, 2, ... , nd1)
Fig 2. A "loop-in-loop" scheme used in modelling accident courses
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LOOP A
(index /, np repetitions)

An idea how to choose such a family of probability distributions, that is, F X; ( xln x;

(i = I, 2, ... , n) is

)

with the pre-set levels

described in the next section.

q, <q2< ... <qn
is found for each sample of c.r.f.s, frc1 (I= I, 2, . · · , nP).

6. Choice of hazard functions

The levels q" q 2,

As a preliminary, the choice of the family of c.d.f.s

... ,

q11 must satisfy the following two

conditions:

Fx (xln x ) (i = I, 2, ... , n) is explained only for the

on~-dime~sional

q(n+l)/2 =

case, that is, only for a component of

the vector X, say, for the component X 1• In this case,
the family ofc.d.f.s Fx!i(x 11n,1)
be

chosen

(I.= 1' 2 '

on
11

... '

the

I= 1' 2 ., .. .

•
d/'

'

11 ).
p

and

samples

jq(n+l)/2-qd

xu 1

(i

In the first step, values of the variable X 1 are
[X ll'

oo[ ' [x 12' oo[ '

0
••

'

... , X1n 1

of percentiles related to each of the

.•. '

percentiles, namely, to the samples

1, 2, ... ; I= 1, 2, ... ). The result of this

fi"c,q 1 (c = 1, 2, ... , n 1),

np ) ' where fir I 1 denotes the c.r. f. of

exceedance of the value x 1; counted for the lth sample
of positive overpressures

xlii

categories and

(i = 1, 2, ... , n) are fitted to corresponding samples of

counting are n,. samples of c.r.f.s frc1 (c =I, 2, ... , n 1;

I = 1' 2 '

1

In the fourth step, the c.d.f.s 1 - F x!i (x,ln , 1; )

are

counted for each of these values and each of the
=

11

frc,0,5' frc,0,75' (c = 1• 2• ··· 'n,).

In the second step, cumulative relative frequencies

(i

For

having the same level, say, the three samples frc,o, 25 ,

butions ( ogives ).

xlii

q(n+l)ll"

The result of this computation of percentiles are samples

statistics when establishing cumulative frequency distri-

samples

+ 1)/2) are "symmetric" about the level

found for each sample of c.r.f.s, frc1 (I= 1, 2, ... , nP).

is done in the classical

... , Xtn 1

t ( 11

instance, the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles may be

(intervals

[ x 111 1 ' oo[). The categorisation

(c.r.f.s) of exceeding the categories x 1" x 12 ,

(n+ 1)/2.

The latter condition means that the levels q;

scribed below.
divided into n 1 categories x 11 , x 12 ,

.
1 -:f.

is the same for all

l<n + 1)/2-iI

The choice may be

accomplished by applying a five-step procedure de-

should be accomplished as

is the mode)

frc,q(n+Il/ 1

(i= 1,2, ... ,n) may

of n,.

basis

0,5 (the percentile

frc.qz

(c = 1, 2, ... , n 1),

frc,q 11

(c = 1, 2, ... , n 1).

(i = 1, 2, ... , nd1).

In the third step, a set of an odd number of percentiles

In so doing the number of the c.d.f.s,
1 .o

~~.,---~-..,.-~~.........--~---;--'~---,

. .LtJ . . .

<-.":::, 0,8
:>.

c::

0,6

············~

........ -~· ..

frc,O.lS (c= 1, 2, ... ),frc,O.S (c= I, 2, ... ) and

:_- , '·;,::l._

u

c:: 0,4 ....
<tS

· · :

, ... ,

frc.0.25_i_:

"0
Q)
Q)

~ 0,2

1• 2• ... ).
Finally, in the fifth step, weights P;

frc,0.75 (c =

;___ -"L ..,+;-- frc.0,75

~
Q)

w

-~

~ •• j

Q)

!...

...........,.........! ,__

are assigned to the fitted c.d.f.s 1 -

Fr
J' c.0,5

Fx. (x 11n .. ) (i = 1, 2, ... , n) depending
lt

·...., ' .................., ....................,. . .
..

0,010

0,027
0,018

·'11

on the percentiles levels. The following

~~~_L'_x~~~~~l__··_···~····~r-:::IL~:,_~.. ·~: ·~: ·~: : ~f~j:·~ ~:t~:±·:~ -~-t:~·l:~~~-~-J
i

0,0 0,035

found for each category. For instance, three
c.d.f.s may be fitted to the three samples

: ·--·:

u

i5-

results from the number of percentiles

,_,_ _ ,;-:
0

..........-----=:

11

heuristic rule of the assignment may be applied:

0,043
0,035

0,051

ifq;

Positive overpressure .r 1, (MPa)

~0,5

if qi > 0,5

Fig3. Histograms used to fit the c.d.f.s 1- Fxli(xlln,li)
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(4)

m the lth run of the loop B is given by

In the case of the three levels 25%, 50% and 75%, the
weights assigned are p 1 = 0,25, p 2 = 0,5 and p 3 = 0,25.

n,

n dt =

The approach expressed by the five-step procedure

I 3 ( Z3 J '7r 3/) I 4 ( Z4 J, 7r 4/)) .

Lastly, the fifth model used in the modelling of

cedure can be easily extended to the multidimensional
(i = 1, 2, ... ) fitted in the same manner as in the

1 ( zlJ, 7r 11)

j=!

just outlined is illustrated in Fig 3. The five-step procase, and a family of joint c.d.f.s 1 - Fx 1 (xl7r x

L (I

accident courses, m5(z 5 ,

)

o~e

1t 5 ),

involved a set of formulas

relating characteristics of the vapour cloud at the moment of ignition with the ones of the shock front gen-

dimensional case.

erated by a detonation of the cloud. The characteristics

7. Example

of the vapour cloud expressed by the random vector

z51

The example illustrates the choice of the hazard

are distant from the centre of vapour cloud and

chemical energy included in the vapour cloud. The

function H jx lrcx,pd) according to the procedure de-

characteristics of the shock front, positive peak over-

scribed in Sees 3 to 6. Only some aspects and results
of uncertainty modelling are described in this example.

pressure x!' positive phase impulse x 2 and positive phase

The complexity of such event as UVCE requires an

duration x 3 , are represented by the vector x ..
J

In the course of modelling accident courses the

extensive description of modelling accident courses,

numbers of repetitions, nP and n,., were pre-set to be

which lies beyond the scope of the present paper and

equal 100 and 1 x 10 5 , respectively. The numbers of

is envisioned as an individual future paper.

detonations counted in respective runs of the inner loop,

In the present example, the a bivariate exponential

nd1 (l= 1, 2, ... , 100), ranged from 473 to 524. The beta

distribution was assumed to describe two components

distribution with the estimated parameters a = 1 748 and

of the vector characterising the release, Y. The first

e

~e =

component Y1 is the mean speed of an accidental re-

(nd1 x

lease of LPG and the second one, Y2, is the duration

F X; (xln x;) (i = 1, 2, ... ) is explained here only for the

probability of release, p,., was modelled by means of

case that the positive overpressure alone, that is, X 1 is

the random variable P,. obeying a beta distribution with

of interest for assessment of risks coming from a vapour

a= 1,5 and ~ = 8. Five mathematical models were ap-

cloud explosion. This case is urgent when the positive

plied to the modelling of accident courses.

phase duration is greater than the fundamental natural

The first model m 1(zp rc 1) was used to decide

period of structure being analysed [3]. In this case, the

whether the amount of released LPG is sufficient to

family of c.d.f.s Fx 1; (x 1 17r,1;) (i = 1, 2, ... ) may be

form a vapour cloud in explosive condition (whether

chosen on the basis of 100 samples of positive over-

the event £ 1 occurs). The second model m 2(z2 , rc2) was

pressure, xlil (i =I, 2, ... , nd1; l = 1, 2, ... , 100).

applied to produce the time history of formation and

According to the five-step procedure described in

spreading of vapour cloud. The third and fourth mod-

Sec 6, values of x 1 have been divided into 100 catego-

els employed, m 3(z 3 , rc 3) and m4(z4 , rc4 ), were used to

ries. Then the percentiles fr.e, 0 ,-?S• fr c, 0 ,5 and fir c,0,75 com-

decide whether the vapour cloud is ignited (event £ 2

puted for each category ( c = 1, 2, ... , 100). The step

occurs) and, further, whether the energy of an ignition

curves showing the percentiles are presented in Fig 3.

source (primer) initiates a chemical reaction known as

Finally, three complementary c.d.f.s of the lognormal

detonation (event £ 3 occurs). The models m 1(zp rc 1) to
TC4)

distribution, 1- Fx 1; (x,IJrxli) (i = 1, 2, 3), have been

have been chosen in such a way that if the

fitted to the samples. The resulting vectors of param-

equality

eters,

I 1(z 11, rcu) x I3(z 3i' rc 31 ) x I4(z41 , rc41 ) = 1
IS

p,.1 In,.) (l =I, 2, ... ).

For brevity sake, the choice of the family of c.d.f.s

of the release. The epistemic uncertainty in the annual

m4 (z4 ,

'

2350 was fitted to the sample of frequencies

satisfied in the jth repetition of the loop B, an oc-

rex! ,i'

are

7r r 1.1 =

(0,0 15 MPa; 2,32),

7r q.2 =

(0,017 MPa; 2,37),

currence of the explosion (detonation) is modelled in
this repetition. Then the number of explosions counted
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Santrauka
Sililoma procediira avariniq sprogimq mechaniniq poveikiq neapibreztumams kiekybiskai ivertinti. Nagrinejamas pavojingasis reiskinys yra del avariniq dujq nuoti:kiq susidaranciq
degiq ir sprogiq debesq detonacija ir jos sukeliama sprogimo
banga. Sprogimq poveikiq intensyvumai yra apibiidinami tikimybinei rizikos analizei iprastomis pavojaus funkcijomis (angl.
hazard functions). Galutinis sililomosios procediiros taikymo
rezultatas yra pavojaus funkcijq parinkimas statistiniq imCiq,
sukurtq stochastinio modeliavimo biidu, pagrindu. Taikomas
Monte Karlo metodas, o modeliuojami nepalankieji reiskiniai,
kuriq eskalacija baigiasi dujq ir oro misinio debesies detonacija. Sililomos procediiros taikymo rezultatai leidzia ivertinti
dinamines apkrovas, galincias veikti tiriam~ (vertinamv konstrukcin(( sistemlb ivykus aptariamo tipo sprogimui.
Teoriu pozii1riu sililoma procediira remiasi tikimybines rizikos analizes metodologija, kuri vadinama klasikiniu Bi:jeso
poziiiriu (angl. classical Bayesian approach). Teigiama, kad
sprendziant nagrini:jam~ problem~ yra sunku issiversti be Bejeso pozii1rio, nes pavojaus funkcijas tenka parinkti labai ribotos statistines informacijos s~lygomis. Taikant procediir~ operuojama stochastiniais (angl. aleatory) ir pazintiniais (angl. epistemic) neapibri:ztumais. Skaiciuojant pagal procediiros algoritm~ neapibri:ztumai, susij(( su sprogimq pavojaus funkcijomis,
yra isreiskiami per ,zemesnio" lygio neapibri:ztumus, apibudinancius tuos reikskinius, kuriq eskalacija gali baigtis sprogimu. Pastebeta, kad siems neapibreztumams kokybiskai isreiksti
turima daug daugiau statistini:s informacijos, nei neapibreztumams, tiesiogiai susijusiems su mechaniniais sprogimo bangos
poveikiais konkreciai konstrukcinei sistemai.
Numatoma praktinio procediiros taikymo sritis yra pavojingqjq dujq ukio objektq rizikos analize. Procediira leidzia
ivertinti tq objektq pavojingum~ vertinamai (projektuojamai)
konstrukcinei sistemai.
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